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Course Description
The STEP Teaching Seminar sits at the nexus of the clinical and academic elements of the teacher preparation program. Pragmatically, the Teaching Seminar serves as the official Stanford University course for three elements of the STEP Elementary curriculum: (1) the student teaching experience, (2) the supervisory program, and (3) the ‘Seminar’ sessions.

The Seminar Sessions
In the summer course, our focus will be on Exploring the Teaching Profession, and we will address several big questions: Why teach? What is (good) teaching? What makes teaching so complex? and Who do we serve and how? How do we build equitable schools and classrooms?

In addition to these big ideas and essential questions, we will devote class time to each of the following:
• deliberations about the connections between educational scholarship and clinical teaching practice
• discussions of the connections and challenges associated with our varying conceptions and aims related to equity and social justice in the context of teaching and learning in schools and classrooms
• exploration of essential curricular areas for multiple subject teachers, such as health and physical education
• opportunities to support candidates as they navigate their journey into the teaching profession.
• attending to building, supporting and sustaining our own community in STEP.

Weekly readings, discussions, and activities will be orchestrated in conjunction with field experiences in local public schools. The elements of the Teaching Seminar serve as the glue for your experiences in STEP as a whole, and a bridge between scholarship and clinical practice. Through these experiences we will work to develop both conceptual and practical knowledge in service of your preparation as a member of the teaching profession and as an educational leader.

☑ All Stanford students are expected to follow the Stanford Honor Code and Fundamental Standard, as noted in the STEP Handbook and Stanford Student Guide.  
  [Link to Stanford Honor Code]

☑ Students with Disabilities. Students who may need an academic accommodation based on the impact of a disability must initiate the request with the Office of Accessible Education (OAE). Professional staff will evaluate the request with required documentation, recommend reasonable accommodations, and prepare an Accommodation Letter for faculty dated in the current quarter in which the request is being made. Students should contact the OAE as soon as possible since timely notice is needed to coordinate accommodations. The OAE is located at 563 Salvatierra Walk; phone: 723-1066; web site  
  [Link to OAE website]
Course Requirements

1. Student Teaching & Supervisory
To complete this section of the course, you must meet all of the expectations related to the field placement, including regular attendance and active participation at the STEP/Sunnyvale Summer Explorations program, related planning and supervisor meetings, and all seminar meetings. You are expected to develop and maintain professional and collegial relationships with your cooperating teachers and other school faculty and staff, STEP faculty and staff, and your STEP peers. Professional standards for the teaching profession are articulated in the Quarterly Assessment document (standard 6).

Beginning some time in August, your Supervisor will work with you to design and support your growth and development in your Fall student teaching assignment, based on the STEP design principles as outlined in your Handbook (see Graduated Responsibility, in particular).

2. Summer Explorations Journal + Guided Observations and Reflections
During the four weeks of the Summer Explorations program, you should maintain a journal that includes your observation notes, questions, and reflections on your experiences. This is YOUR journal and may be kept in any form that you like. Your notes and reflections may consider anything that captures your interest. For example, you could focus on the behavior and/or learning of an individual or group of students, your cooperating teacher’s curricular and instructional strategies, your thoughts and feelings.

See Assignment A for specific Guided Observation and Reflection tasks each week of the Summer Explorations program.

3. Active Seminar Participation
Come to class each week prepared to contribute actively to our course sessions.

Seminar Assignments

Summer
Assignment A: Summer Explorations Guided Observations

Pre-Fall
Assignment B: Physical Education, Movement, and Health Related resources
Assignment C: Context of Our Work: School and Community Study

Assessment Criteria
To receive full credit for course participation, meet all of the following expectations:
• Attendance, promptness, preparation, participation, and professionalism.
To receive full credit on a given assignment, meet all of the following expectations:
• Prompt – Turn your work in on time.
• Complete – Fulfill all stated expectations of an assignment.
• Thoughtful – Take the time and effort to prepare something of meaning and interest.
• Careful – Proof read your work. Follow appropriate rules of grammar, spelling, punctuation, proper citation (APA formatting), etc.

Students will be expected to revise and resubmit work until it satisfies expectations for the course.
Readings

Cuban, L. (2001). "How can I fix it?"


https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/004005990203500201


SFUSD. Teaching Restorative Practices with Classroom Circles. Amos Clifford, Center for Restorative Process.


Additional Resources

• California Curriculum Frameworks and Content Standards: http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/